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ABSTRACT
Search engines are used to return a long list of hundreds
or even thousands of videos in response to a query topic.
Efficient navigation of videos becomes difficult and users
often need to painstakingly explore the search list for a
gist of the search result. This paper addresses the chal-
lenge of topical summarization by providing a timeline-based
visualization of videos through matching of heterogeneous
sources. To overcome the so called sparse-text problem
of web videos, auxiliary information from Google context
is exploited. Google Trends is used to predict the mile-
stone events of a topic. Meanwhile, the typical scenes of
web videos are extracted by visual near-duplicate thread-
ing. Visual-text alignment is then conducted to align scenes
from videos and articles from Google News. The outcome is
a set of scene-news pairs, each representing an event mapped
to the milestone timeline of a topic. The timeline-based vi-
sualization provides a glimpse of major events about a topic.
We conduct both the quantitative and subjective studies to
evaluate the practicality of the application.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of Web 2.0, there is a wealth of informa-

tion that pervades the Internet. One main concern is how
to make sense of these data and organize them in a manner
that improves users’ understanding of a particular topic. For
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example, a typical retrieval system only produces a search
list without any discernable structure which leave users with
only fragmented and incomplete understanding of the topic.
Topical summarization aims to detect only the important in-
formation and organize them in an easy-to-understand man-
ner. In this paper, we explore the timeline summarization
of web videos using multi-modalities processing and exter-
nal sources. Given a set of videos, topical summarization
detects the hot events for the given topic, identifies the typ-
ical videos associated with each event and finally finds the
dependencies between them to construct a structure which
facilitates efficient browsing.

Detection of hot events has been intensively investigated
for the textual domain, e.g., by analyzing keyword trajecto-
ries [6] across timeline or extracting hot key-terms through
sentence modeling [4]. More informative topic unit includes
story clusters [8] where a news transcript is cut based on
the keyword distributions in a moving windows. The work
in [5] proposes a clustering-free algorithm which detects a
hot event as a set of bursty features densely focused within
a particular time window. In the news video domain, the
story units are grouped with keywords and near-duplicates
by performing co-clustering using a bi-partite graph while
[12] further incorporates facial cues. Then, to thread the
detected events, the popular approach is to represent the
events as a directed tree [11, 8, 9] where the events are linked
in a chronological fashion. For summary presentation, two
popular approaches are static storyboard and video skim-
ming [3, 7]. Static storyboard presents a topic as a mosaic of
keyframes supplemented with a set of keyword descriptions.
Video skimming generates a video synopsis which combines
the critical scenes of the topic-of-interest.

However, most of these methods assume the availabil-
ity of news transcripts as the basis for hot event detec-
tion. The over-reliance on transcript renders it unsuitable
for web video domain where such transcript is not readily
available. Furthermore, the tags or descriptions surrounding
each video are always sparse and not discriminative, which
makes story segmentation and finding the dependencies be-
tween videos challenging. In short, the lack of a strong
cue makes summarizing web videos more difficult than news
videos. In addition, web videos are diverse where the con-
tent and quality vary significantly for different web videos.
For example, the videos can be musical videos, video blogs
by users, self-made slide shows and furthermore some videos
are speech-free or audio-less where automatic speech recog-
nition is not possible. To address these problems, [7] uses
keyshots as the basic topic unit where a keyshot is a set of
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Figure 1: Proposed Google-context video summa-
rization system.

near-duplicate shots. However, keyshots are short in general
and as a result when concatenated to form a video skim, the
summary video is often fragmented and sketchy, leading to
only fragmented understanding of the topic. Furthermore,
the chronological order of the keyshots can be severely dis-
torted by homemade and slide-show videos which often cut
and paste important scenes from the original video at arbi-
trary positions of the video.

In this paper, we explore Google-context information as a
basis to perform web video summarization. Google-context
provides useful cues for web video summarization. First,
the search trend from Google Trends [1] can accurately pin-
point the time when the most important and defining events
(hot time) of the topic-of-interest occur. Second, news arti-
cles crawled from Google News [2] can be paired with spe-
cific scenes from the video set to provide a more compre-
hensive summary of the important events. Furthermore,
using a scene-news pairs representation effectively densifies
the textual annotation of web videos compared to the tex-
tual features of the web video alone. Figure 1 shows the
flow of the proposed framework. Given a query, the search
trend from [1] and the upload count of the web videos over
time is employed to detect the hot times for the topic. The
news articles from [2] at the detected ‘hot time’ are then
matched with tags from near-duplicate threads mined from
web videos, subjected to time consistency constraint. The
scene-news pairs from time-dependent alignment are finally
presented to the users using a timeline representation.

2. HOT EVENT DETECTION
Hot time refers to the time when certain defining events

for the topic occur. Identifying the important events is a
rather subjective decision. For example, for the topic ‘So-
mali Pirates’, there is an unbroken flow of news reports on
piracy activities throughout the years. To identify the set
of important incidents that captures the attention of most
users, we resort to Google Trends which provides two trend
lines for reference: (a) the search volume index graph which
reflects the number of searches posted by users on Google
over time and (b) the news reference volume graph which re-
flects the number of times the topic appears on the Google
News stories. For hot event detection, we use mainly the
search volume index to infer the rise and fall of user interest
across time since the search volume on the topic will natu-
rally increase and decrease as the interest build up around
some interesting events. To verify the rise in user inter-
est, we further track the upload count of videos on Youtube.
The two trends are normalized using min-max normalization
and then merged to get the final user interest score. Denote

the normalized Google Trends score as HG and normalized
video upload count as HY , the user interest score H can be
retrieved by merging the scores as follows

H(t) = max(HG(t), HY (t)) (1)

The hot times are defined as the time slots where the user
interest score is larger than a particular threshold or H ≥ γ.
This also allows an option to control the level of details that
users prefer to be exposed to when viewing the summariza-
tion result.

3. SCENE-NEWS ALIGNMENT
Given the set of hot times detected from the previous step,

a fundamental task is to align web videos with news articles
to retrieve the correspondence set ei = (vi, ni), i = 1 . . . M
such that a scene in web video vi and news article ni nar-
rate the same event ei, and M is the total number of events
detected within the hot time slots. To extract important
scenes from videos, visual near-duplicate segments are ex-
tracted using [10] and overlapping segments are grouped to
form near-duplicate threads. Each thread consists of par-
tial segments across different videos which feature the same
scene. The scenes found by near-duplicate detection are
typically important for the topic especially when they are
repeatedly found in videos uploaded by different users. For
each thread, the earliest video is chosen to represent the
scene. This is based on the assumption that the first video
where a scene first appears is the original video. Thus, only
the set of earliest videos associated with the scenes is used
to align with news articles.

Another problem when aligning web video to news arti-
cle is that the textual context (tags, titles and descriptions)
of web videos are often not sufficiently discriminative. To
improve precision, the matching is further subjected to ad-
ditional constraint which preserves the time consistency be-
tween the news articles publication date and video upload
time. The similarity measure between a video vi and nj

is based on the accumulated tf-idf score of the overlapping
words in the metadata of vi and the terms in nj as follows

sim(vi, nj) =

⎧
⎨
⎩

∑
w tf-idf(w) if T (vi) = T (nj)

0 otherwise
(2)

where w is a keyword that appears both in the tags, descrip-
tion or title of the web video vi and the news article nj while
T (·) refers to the upload time of a web video or the publica-
tion date of the news article. We set the granularity of each
time unit to one hot month. A greedy method is used to gen-
erate a one-to-one mapping between web videos and Google
News where during each step, the corresponding scene-news
with the highest score is selected and removed from the can-
didate pool. The process is repeated until no more corre-
spondences can be extracted. The alignment scheme ful-
fills two important objectives. First it mines the set of cor-
responding scene-news which represents a single event for
the topic. Second, the alignment process also automati-
cally places the detected event to the best time slot which
is agreed upon by both the news article and video. This
is different from [7] which relies on an expensive quadratic
optimization to determine the placement of keyshots based
on the orders of near-duplicate frame-pairs. Thus, the pro-
posed time-dependent matching process is generally faster
and more reliable.



Figure 2: Timeline summarization of Topic 2. The
detected events are marked on the trend curves.
When an event is selected, the corresponding scene,
tags and news snippet are presented to users.

4. TIMELINE-BASED SUMMARIZATION
Timeline summarization is a popular practice by major

news station like CNN to summarize major stories and is
normally prepared by experts who are familiar with the
topic. We adopt the same paradigm to visualize our sum-
marization result. The interface of our system is depicted in
Figure 2. The visualization consists of three parts: a) trend
chart, b) event selection panel, and c) summarization sec-
tion. The statistics of Google Trends and video upload count
is displayed on the top and the detected events are marked
on these trend curves. Through this chart, the relative im-
portance of the events, when they occur and the relationship
between them can be intuitively known. Below the trend-
line, the selection panel on the lower right depicts the list
of keyframes, one for each event. Upon selection, the sum-
marization section on the lower left panel will be updated
to describe the selected event. In the panel, the tags and
descriptions of the events give a brief textual overview of
the event and the details are available by viewing the sum-
mary video or clicking the online news article. Note that
only the extracted scene in the video is played. Compared
to video skimming which generates a single synopsis video,
the scenes are mapped specifically to each event. Further-
more, different from storyboard summarization, instead of
providing a set of independent keywords, our system uses
news snippet in the form of a proper sentence to provide a
static summarization of an event. Therefore, users do not
have to infer the events from keywords which tend to be
vague and imprecise.

5. EXPERIMENTS
For evaluation, we evaluate our summarization system on

five topics shown in Table 1. These are internationally hot
topics which exhibit different characteristics. Topic such as
‘Iran Nuclear Program’ represents a complex and persistent
topic that keeps recurring from time to time. ‘Somali Pi-

Table 1: Number of videos, detected near-duplicate
threads and downloaded news articles.

Topic #Videos #Threads #News
1 Economic Collapse 1025 95 68
2 US President Election 2008 738 91 44
3 Somali Pirates 410 60 17
4 Sichuan Earthquake 1458 254 19
5 Iran Nuclear Program 1056 145 185

Table 2: Performance of event detection.

Topic
#GT Hot Time Detection #GT Hot Event Detection
(HT) #Det Prec Rec (HE) #Det SR R

1 5 7 0.71 1.00 17 16 0.00 0.31
2 7 7 0.86 0.86 7 12 0.00 0.33
3 2 2 1.00 1.00 2 9 0.11 0.56
4 2 2 1.00 1.00 6 11 0.37 0.27
5 16 15 0.73 0.69 22 21 0.10 0.24

Avg 6 6 0.86 0.91 11 14 0.11 0.34

#GT: Number of groundtruths, HT: Hot Time, HE: Hot Events
#Det (Hot Time): Number of months detected as hot time
#Det (Hot Event): Number of detected events
Rec: Recall, Prec: Precision, SR: Somewhat Related, R: Related

rates’ is a simpler and homogeneous topic but is equally
persistent. ‘Sichuan Earthquake’ and ‘US Presidential Elec-
tion 2008’, on the other hand, reflect one-time topics where
the latter sustains users’ interest over a longer time span.
‘Economic Collapse’ represents topics that are broad and
diverse compared to previous topics. For each topic, the
videos are crawled from YouTube from April to May 2009.
The important scenes of videos in a topic are extracted by
performing near-duplicate thread extraction using [10]. The
number of videos and near-duplicate threads are shown in
Table 1. For hot time detection, the hot event parameter
(Equation 1) is set empirically to γ = 0.2 for all topics. The
time span of the videos is between Jan. 2007 and Apr. 2009
(28 months in total). Both quantitative and qualitative eval-
uation is presented. The quantitative evaluation gauges the
performance of the system in terms of (a) hot spot detection
and (b) scene-news alignment. Considering the preference
of users is very subjective, we further conduct a user study
to gather their feedbacks on the proposed system.

5.1 Event Detection
We evaluate the performance of hot time detection and

hot event detection. For hot time detection, we first manu-
ally construct the groundtruth by listing the most important
events for each topic. The list is produced by going through
(a) Wikipedia and (b) expert summaries produced by CNN
and MSNBC about the topic. Using one month as a time
unit, the detected hot times are then compared against the
groundtruth events and the result is shown in Table 2. Both
precision and recall is around 0.9 which shows that Google
Trends and video upload count are very reliable cues to de-
tect the critical time for the topics. The number of detected
hot times generally conforms to our expectation that the
lasting events generate more hot times except for ‘Somali
Pirates’. Although the lifespan for this topic is long, only
several dramatic incidents capture the attention of the pub-
lic.

For hot event detection, we evaluate the performance of
the scene-news alignment. The evaluation essentially eval-
uates the efficacy of the corresponding scene-news pairs for
representing events. We define two scales for assessment as



Figure 3: User-based evaluation for four different
summarization techniques.

follows: (1) relevant: the scenes are correctly aligned to the
news article and placed in the right location, and (2) some-
what relevant: the scene is partly or only vaguely related
to the news article. Table 2 shows the result of event de-
tection. In average, 34% of the detected scene-news pairs
correspond to some specific events of the topic whereas 11%
of the scene-news pairs are related to the topic but does not
describe any specific events. Most of the detected scenes are
from news web videos. We achieve good alignment perfor-
mance for Topic 3 (Somali Pirates) and Topic 2 (US Pres-
idential Election 2008) because these topics have very dis-
tinct events and therefore are easily distinguished from other
events. Surprisingly, the alignment is also reasonably well
for Topic 1 (Economic Collapse) although the topic is broad
and contains many periphery sub-events. The alignment ac-
curacy is lower for Topic 4 (Sichuan earthquake) since most
of the videos for this topic are dedication videos which we
do not consider as informative or useful for summarization.
For Topic 5 (Iran nuclear program), the events in this topics
are somehow more similar to each other since the different
triggering events always invoke very similar remarks (and
therefore tags) from different parties involved in the crisis.

5.2 User-based Evaluation
We compare timeline summarization as developed in Fig-

ure 2 with video skimming and storyboard summarization
in [7]. Video skimming concatenates key shots in chrono-
logical order to form a synopsis video while storyboard is
a static summarization which presents the result in terms
of a series of keyframes with tag description embedded. In
addition, we also compare to a baseline which selects videos
with the highest view count from each month for timeline
visualization. We invite twelve assessors to evaluate the sys-
tems where they are requested to assign a score between 1
(lowest score) to 5 (highest score) based on their experience
with the four systems. We define two criteria for evaluation:

1. Informativeness: What is the coverage of the summa-
rization result?

2. Representativeness: Do you think the summary is help-
ful to understand the topic well?

Figure 3 shows the user survey result for the systems.
Compared to the baseline, using the scenes from scene-news
alignment offers better result. This shows that the video
clips from aligning with news articles are more accurate than
using the most popular video of the month. Most asses-
sors vote favorably for both the two timeline systems over

video skimming and storyboard. The preference is due to
the wealth of information encrypted within the simple in-
terface. The video clips in timeline system are mapped to
specific events, clearly positioned across time and the rel-
ative importance of each event can be deduced from the
timeline. In contrast, the relationship between different
keyshots is lost when viewing the synopsis video for video
skimming. Furthermore, [7] uses shots as the basic story
unit which are too abbreviated to handle more complex top-
ics and therefore its effectiveness is limited to only one-time
and short-duration topics, such as Topic 4 (Sichuan Earth-
quake). Compared to storyboard, the extracted scenes from
web videos in the timeline system carry more information
than static keyframes. Furthermore, users are able to ex-
tract more intelligible information from snippet-based de-
scription since they are expressed in proper sentences as op-
posed to keyword sets produced by storyboard.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the topical summarization of web videos

for timeline-based multi-modal visualization. Google Trends
and video upload count are used to determine the hot times
while time-dependent alignment between news articles from
Google News and Youtube videos produces the set of scene-
news pairs to summarize a query topic. Quantitative evalu-
ation shows that the proposed work is able to perform hot
time and event detection reasonably well. This is also con-
firmed through the user survey which shows that users prefer
timeline visualization over video skimming and static story-
board summarization.
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